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We describe BUPT-MCPRL Instance Search (INS) system and evaluation results at TRECVID
2021. Specifically, a novel hierarchical multi-task INS retrieval framework is proposed. Firstly, a
multi-level action recognition framework and a face matching scheme are introduced to obtain
initial action and person retrieval scores separately. In particular, a novel graph-based
human-object interaction (HOI) detection model, named interaction-centric graph parsing network
(iCGPN), is proposed to recognize interactions between human and objects. Secondly, an
improved query extension strategy is adopted to re-rank the initial person retrieval results. Thirdly,
more elaborate action features are extracted to recognize complicated actions.
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We describe BUPT-MCPRL ActEV system and evaluation results at TRECVID 2021.
1. Training data: VIRAT, MEVA, COCO(pretraining), Kinetics400(pretraining).
2. Approach: (26542: 2 Detectors + 1 Subtractor + 5 Classifiers).
3. Difference: None.
4. Contribution: We believe our 5 classifiers for 5 groups of activities and targeted strategies

benefit the performance much.
5. Conclusion: The activity detection task in surveillance videos still needs a comprehensive

and complex system.
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Abstract 

In this paper, we describe BUPT-MCPRL Instance Search (INS) system and evaluation results at 

TRECVID 2021[1]. Specifically, a novel hierarchical multi-task INS retrieval framework is 

proposed. Firstly, a multi-level action recognition framework and a face matching scheme are 

introduced to obtain initial action and person retrieval scores separately. In particular, a novel graph-

based human-object interaction (HOI) detection model, named interaction-centric graph parsing 

network (iCGPN), is proposed to recognize interactions between human and objects. Secondly, an 

improved query extension strategy is adopted to re-rank the initial person retrieval results. Thirdly, 

more elaborate action features are extracted to recognize complicated actions. We submit four runs 

for automatic INS, and a brief description is as follows: 

 F_M_A_B_BUPT_MCPRL.21_1: Results on 20 main tasks 

 F_P_A_B_BUPT_MCPRL.21_2: Results on 20 progress tasks 

 F_M_A_B_BUPT_MCPRL.21_3: Results updated by interval expansion on 20 main tasks 

 F_P_A_B_BUPT_MCPRL.21_4: Results updated by interval expansion on 20 progress tasks 

The final results are summarized in Table 1.  

Table 1. Results for each run 

Run ID mAP 

F_M_A_B_BUPT_MCPRL.21_1 32.6 

F_P_A_B_BUPT_MCPRL.21_2 21.7 

F_M_A_B_BUPT_MCPRL.21_3 32.8 

F_P_A_B_BUPT_MCPRL.21_4 21.8 

1. Method 

To balance the efficiency and effectiveness on such a large dataset, we extract video key frames 

with a sample rate of 5 fps for every shot. To retrieve specific person doing specific action, we 

consider how to achieve satisfying results in person retrieval and action recognition respectively 

and fuse them in an appropriate manner. 

1.1 Architecture of Instance Search 

This year, we propose a novel hierarchical multi-task retrieval framework, as shown in Figure 1. 

The task is parsed into two main subtasks, that is, person retrieval and action retrieval. More details 

will be given in the following sections. 



  

Figure 1. Architecture of Instance Search 

1.2 Persons retrieval 

The target of person retrieval is to find these video shots that contain the specific persons. This 

task is solved based on the facial feature representation of query person images. In order to improve 

the retrieval result, we also introduce a strategy of selecting query images. 

1.2.1 Face matching 

The core part of the person retrieval task is face matching. As shown in Figure 2, we firstly adopt 

RetinaFace[2] to detect faces in all shot key frames and query person examples, and then extract 

face landmarks using PFLD[3] for face alignment. In order to alleviate the problem of undetected 

faces when persons are away from the camera lens, we introduce DeepSORT[4] to track the persons. 

Then, FaceNet[5] is used to obtain facial feature representation for cosine similarity matching. We 

set a threshold for cosine distance to filter the shots of a target person. Besides, in order to improve 

our retrieval accuracy, we apply top-N α-weighted query extension(αQE)[6] strategy to get more 

query images. Finally we get an initial person ranklist for our instance search. Figure 3 shows our 

results of face matching.  

 

Figure 2. Architecture of Instance Search 

1.2.2 Query Selection 

Due to angle offset and occlusion etc, some query person examples are helpless for correctly 

matching according to visualization results. In addition, low brightness and blur will also affect the 

performance of face matching. Hence, we propose a query selection strategy to remove low relevant 



queries, and use these matching results with high similarity to extend query examples. In 

 

Figure 3. Results of face matching. Column 1-5 denote the first, the 1000-th, the 3000-th, the 5000-th, and the 

10,000-th retrieval results respectively 

 

this way, we can get better matching results.  

Specifically, as shown in Figure 4, our goal is to remove the query image annotated in blue. Firstly, 

we extract the facial features of four query images, then calculate the cosine similarity in pairs, and 

display the results in the form of heat map (the middle one). We can see that the similarities between 

the fourth query and the other three ones are low, so a threshold is set to filter it. In this way, we 

effectively remove “bad” queries that may get wrong face matching results. 

 

Figure 4. Illustration of the proposed query selection strategy 

1.3 Action Retrieval 

For action retrieval, we propose a hierarchical multi-level action recognition framework, 

including frame-level, clip-level and video-level, to enhance the performance of action recognition. 

In addition, elaborate action feature retrieval methods are adopted to improve the recognition 

accuracy of those actions which are rarely involved in action recognition datasets.  

1.3.1 Video-level action recognition 

Video-level action recognition aims to recognize actions from videos and we adopt SlowFast 

model pretrained on Kinetics-400[7] dataset to roughly judge whether the action occurs in video 

shots of INS database. Then we take the shot scores as the scores of all key frames in the shot.  



1.3.2 Clip-level action recognition 

The goal of clip-level action recognition is to localize persons in key-frames, and meanwhile, 

recognize actions from video clips. Compared with the video-level methods, it can obtain action 

scores of specific persons at key-frames level. We firstly train the SlowFast model on AVA-

Kinetics[8] dataset. Then we use Cascade R-CNN[9] pretrained on COCO dataset to locate the 

persons in key-frames of INS video shots. With the pretrained model above, the action scores of 

each detected person in key-frames are obtained. 

1.3.3 Frame-level HOI detection 

It aims to recognize actions from a single frame, which contain obvious human-object interactions 

(HOI), such as ‘sit on couch’ and ‘holding glass’. A HOI detection model, named iCGPN, which 

trained on HICO-DET[10] dataset is adopted. As shown in Figure 5, the node feature is represented 

by visual features and spatial information between human and objects. Then a graph convolutional 

network is applied to update node features according to the connectivity matrix and predict the final 

HOI labels. In addition, HOI detection consists of two main steps: object detection and HOI 

prediction. And the performance of HOI detection model relies on the object detection model to a 

great extent. Thus, we conduct a new object detection dataset to train Cascade R-CNN. With the 

trained Cascade R-CNN and iCGPN, we can get the interaction scores for each human-object pair. 

 

Figure 5. Illustration of the proposed interaction-centric graph parsing networks. Aiming to recognize the 

interaction between the right human (red box) and frisbee, we treat red node as central human node and blue 

nodes as object nodes. 

1.3.4 Action feature retrieval 

Some actions related to doors, such as “open door enter”, are rarely involved in existing external 

datasets of action recognition. Furthermore, we cannot get prediction scores by the multi-level 

action recognition framework. Thus, we adopt action feature retrieval methods to handle these 

actions. The SlowFast[11] model pretrained on AVA-Kinetics is adopted to extract action features 

of key frames in query action examples and INS shots. Then we calculate the cosine similarities 

among them and set maximal similarity as the shot key-frames similarity. Figure 6 gives several 

visualization retrieval results. The results show that the action recognition scores fusion strategy can 

effectively exclude lots of wrong results. 



 

Figure 6. Two groups of visualization video retrieval results. a) and (b) show Max is sitting on 

couch and (c) and (d) show Bradley is holding glass. 

1.3.5 Emotion-related action retrieval 

Considering that some actions such as shouting, laughing and crying are strongly correlated with 

facial expressions, lightweight Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) pretrained on CK+ [12] and 

FERPLUS[13] is applied to recognize these emotion related actions. Data augmentation is also 

performed, including horizontal flip and random cropping etc.  

1.4 Ranking lists fusion 

To obtain the better performance, we apply late fusion in the post-processing stage. For the ith 

key frame, the fusion score is calculated as the following equation. 

𝑓𝑖 = 𝛽1𝑝𝑖 + 𝛽2𝑎𝑖  (1) 

𝑠. 𝑡.  𝛽1 + 𝛽2 = 1 (2) 

Where 𝑓𝑖, 𝑝𝑖, 𝑎𝑖  respectively denote to the final scores, person retrieval scores and action retrieval 

scores, and 𝛽1, 𝛽2 are weight hyperparameters. Considering the action retrieval is more difficult 

than person retrieval, in experiments, we set 𝛽1 ≤ 𝛽2. 

Finally, according to the final scores of all shot key-frames, we take the maximal score of the 

key-frames in each shot as the shot scores to generate the shot ranking lists for all person-action 

pairs of INS task. 

2. Conclusion 

This year, we have effectively improved the overall performance of instance retrieval. We propose 

a novel multi-level INS framework, where specific persons and actions retrieval are accomplished 

and HOI is introduced to improve action recognition, and the results are fused by two ranking 

schemes. First, person retrieval scores are obtained by weighted ranking lists. Second, action 

retrieval scores are computed based on the proposed multi-level action recognition framework and 

action feature retrieval methods. Finally, action and person retrieval scores are merged to obtain the 

final shot ranking lists. In the future, We will focus on end-to-end trainable HOI models, and the 

integration of text and audio information. 
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Abstract

1. Training data: VIRAT, MEVA, COCO(pretraining), Kinetics400(pretraining).
2. Approach: (26542: 2 Detectors + 1 Subtractor + 5 Classifiers).
3. Difference: None.
4. Contribution: We believe our 5 classifiers for 5 groups of activities and targeted strategies

benefit the performance much.
5. Conclusion: The activity detection task in surveillance videos still needs a comprehensive

and complex system.

Figure 1. The framework of our activity detector, named 215AD.

1. Method
First of all, 35 categories of activities in VIRAT are divided into 5 groups according to their

characteristics:

1) Person-only: person crouches, person sits, person stands, person gestures, person walks,
person runs, person uses tool, person carries object, person talks on phone, person texts on phone;

2) Vehicle-only: vehicle makes u turn, vehicle turns left, vehicle turns right, vehicle starts, vehicle
stops, vehicle moves;

3) Person-Vehicle: person opens facility or vehicle door, person closes facility or vehicle door,
person enters facility or vehicle, person exits facility or vehicle, person opens trunk, person closes
trunk, person loads vehicle, person unloads vehicle, vehicle drops off person, vehicle picks up person;

4) Person-Object: person rides bicycle, person interacts object, person carries heavy object,
person pickups object, person sets down object, person pulls object, person pushs object;

5) Person-Person: person person interaction, person talks to person.

Based on that, we propose a comprehensive framework for activity detection in surveillance
videos, named 215AD. As shown in figure 1, it consists of 2 detectors, 1 background subtractor
and 5 classifiers. Finally, a post-processing strategy is applied similar with [9] to generate



activities detection results.
Figure 2 shows the difference of our 2D and 3D detectors. For all person and vehicle objects,

we adopt 2D Cascade R-CNN [2] for frame-level bounding boxes, and DeepSORT [3] for
tracking. For some complex activities, we directly generate 3D proposals using 3D Cascade
R-CNN [4] and IOUTracker [5].

Figure 2. Our 2D detector and 3D detector.

As shown in figure 3, MOG2 [6] is utilized to generate foreground masks for each frame.
Then a median filter with a 3×3 kernel is applied for denoising. We combine the results of the
detectors and subtractor to get activity proposals for the classifiers.

Figure 3. Our background subtractor.

As for classification, we use MViT [7] or X3D [8] as baseline, and design targeted strategies
for 5 groups of activities. For person-only activities, we propose the part-attention mechanism

(figure 4). By combining the global scores s�1 and part scores s�2, s�3 , we could force the

classifiers not only capture global information, but also focus on detailed features. This could
benefit activities which are related to postures and gestures, e.g., “person crouches”,
“person_talks_on_phone” and “person gestures”.

Figure 4. Our person-only classifier.

For vehicle-only activities (figure 5), a simple but effective motion information embedding
method is proposed. Given frame-level bounding boxes, we get a Motion clip by calculating the
inter-frame displacement. Then RGB clip and Motion clip are concatenated as the input of the
activity classifier. This improves the performance of vehicle-only activities by a large margin.



Figure 5. Our vehicle-only classifier.

For person-vehicle activities (figure 6), we exploit a GCN module to model the relationship
between vehicle and person. Besides, a CNN module is used to fuse object features and a spatial
attention module to add spatial information. All these 3 features are multiplied first and then
concatenated with the original clip features.

Figure 6. Our person-vehicle classifier.

For person-object activities (figure 7), we add an object regressor to make the backbone be
aware of where the object is. It could be seen a kind of attention mechanism. Note that no object
coordinate information is needed during inference.

Figure 7. Our person-object classifier.

For person-person activities (figure 8), we add a suppression procedure after classification. If
the number of people in that clip is less than 2, the clip is thought as background class.



Figure 8. Our person-person classifier.

2. Results

Figure 9 and table 1 show the results of TRECVID 2021 ActEV challenge. Our system
215AD achieves nAUDC@0.2TFA=0.408 and wins the first place, which demonstrates the
effectiveness of our approach.

Figure 9. Box plots in TRECVID 2021 ActEV.

Table 1. Results in TRECVID 2021 ActEV.
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